The Reel Thinking Series of the

Alliance for Psychoanalytic Thought (aPt) Presents...

Psychoanalysis and Psychic Trauma
IVAN’S CHILDHOOD
Date: Sunday, February 3, 2019
Discussant: Igor Elman, MD
Time: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
In WW2, twelve-year-old Soviet orphan Ivan Bondarev works for
the Soviet army as a scout behind the German lines and strikes a
friendship with three sympathetic Soviet officers.

MAD TO BE NORMAL
Date: Sunday, March 3, 2019
Discussant: Thomas Bartlett, MA
Time: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
During the 1960s, a renegade Scottish psychiatrist courts
controversy within his profession for his approach to the field
and for the unique community he creates for his patients to inhabit.

AIDA’S SECRETS
Date: Sunday, April 14, 2019
Discussant: Howard Covitz, PhD
Time: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Family secrets, lies, high drama and generations of contemporary
history unspool in this international story that begins with World
War II and concludes with an emotional 21st-century family reunion.

THE COW
Date: Sunday, April 28, 2019
Discussant: Kamelia Alavi, PhD
Time: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
An old villager deeply in love with his cow goes to the capital for
a while. While he's there, the cow dies and now the villagers
are afraid of his possible reaction to it when he returns.

ANTWONE FISHER
Date: Sunday, June 2, 2019
Discussant: TBD
Time: 2:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Antwone Fisher, a young navy man, is forced to see a psychiatrist after
a violent outburst against a fellow crewman. During the course of treatment,
a painful past is revealed and a new hope begins.

*All film posters and descriptions are from IMDB.com

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This series will present films that portray psychological trauma and consider the myriad of ways that
psychoanalytic thought contributes to our ways of understanding psychological trauma and its sequella in
both children and adults.
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
At the end of this presentation, participants will be able to:
1. Describe at least three ways that psychological trauma is presented in film and how this
presentation affects the audience.
2. Describe the ways psychoanalytic thought contributes to our understanding of trauma and its
mechanisms of action on the human mind.
3. Describe the ways psychoanalytic thought contributes to our understanding of the sequella of
psychological trauma and how it differs in children and adults.
CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION/CONTINUING EDUCATION
Continuing Medical Education (CME):
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of American Psychoanalytic
Association and the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia. The American Psychoanalytic Association is accredited by the
ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
The American Psychoanalytic Association designates this Live Activity for a maximum of 15 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™.
Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION FOR ALL LEARNERS: None of the planners and presenters of this CME
program have any relevant financial relationships to disclose.
Continuing Education for Psychologists (CE):
The Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor
continuing education for psychologists. The Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia maintains responsibility
for this program and its content. Every session of this program offers CE credit for psychologists.

Continuing Education for Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Professional Counselors (CE): In
accordance with the requirements of the Commonwealth of PA dated 12/23/06 [PA Code: Title 49, Ch. 47-49], The State Board
of Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Professional Counselors recognizes the American Psychological
Association (APA) as a preapproved provider of continuing education programs for social workers and clinical social workers,
marriage and family therapists, and professional counselors in the State of Pennsylvania. The Psychoanalytic Center of
Philadelphia is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing education programs.

For more information, please contact the administrative office of
the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia:
Rockland – East Fairmount Park
3810 Mt. Pleasant Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19121
215-235-2345
pcop@philanalysis.org

Location of All Events

3 CE/CME credits available per film

Rockland—
East Fairmount Park
3810 Mt. Pleasant Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19121
215-235-2345

Free for PCOP Members
Free for Non-Members not Seeking Credit
$75 for Non-Members Seeking Credit (per film)
Register online at www.philanalysis.org

